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The ubiquitous Pigeon

 Beretta would build the best models 
with the most advanced technique 

Beretta’s Silver Pigeon is, perhaps, the most successful shotgun of  
all time. We look at the innovation and expertise behind its longevity

w R i t t e N  B Y  d o u g l a s  t a t e

Berettas into the USA. According to a feature 
in The Sporting Goods Dealer (Galef Steps 
Up Beretta Imports, October 1958): “Bennett 
Galef, president, selected the weapons on 
the basis of their appeal to American sports-
men. They included a pump-action Silver 
Pigeon, Gold Pigeon and Ruby Pigeon, two 
over-and-under Silver Snipes,” and a couple 
of side-by-sides.

A decade later, a company called Gar-
cia from just across the George Washington 
Bridge in New Jersey would fulfil the same 
function. Both of Beretta’s agents promoted 
the brand vigorously with widespread mar-
keting campaigns featuring full-page ads 
in sports, gun and men’s magazines. These 
advertisements are not only a rich source 
of technical information but speak volumes 
about the expectations of the burgeoning 
post-war American shotgun market. 

In 1958, Galef confusingly advertised 
a Silver Pigeon Pump at $89.75 and a Sil-
ver Snipe over-and-under with a strap line 
that read, ‘Lightest and lowest over-and-
under’ for $159.75. The slide action, in direct  

competition with American trombone guns, 
was soon scrapped and the name ‘Silver 
Pigeon’ went with it, only to reappear even-
tually on over-and-unders intended for the 
British market with an action based upon 
what, in the American market, had been 
called the ‘Silver Snipe’.

The prototype Silver Pigeon over-and-
under was a huge hit with Americans; 
contemporary advertising copy reveals why. 
After telling us, “since 1680 [sic] Beretta 
has been making better guns for experi-
enced hunters the world over,” we learn, “it’s 
lighter in weight, better balanced and more 
precise in its unique engineering qualities”. 
Hyperbole is a fact of advertising but the gun 
really was the ‘lightest and lowest over-and-
under’ made at the time. Further, the boast 
of ‘unique engineering qualities’ was right 
on target, too, but more of that later. The 
gun would go through multiple iterations 
and a bewildering number of name changes, 
which not even Beretta historians can keep 
track of, but the fundamental design would 
be retained in the low-profile, lightweight 

Q  
uickly now: which is the 
single most influential 
shotgun design ever? If, 
like me, you said the Anson 
& Deeley, then the cigar 
is not necessarily yours. 

The answer could well be the Beretta Silver 
Pigeon, or, more accurately, the mechanical 
action that became the Silver Pigeon. The 
Beretta Silver Pigeon is the equivalent of 
seminal early Fords: practically every Brit-
ish shot has one in his or her cabinet. It has 
been the shooting schools’ workhorse for 
decades and thousands have learnt to shoot 
with one. It remains the choice for a majority 
of  beginners when buying their first gun. Its 
simplicity of design has given it a formidable 
reputation for reliability and many would 
choose it as the gun they’d have on a desert 
island if one’s survival depended on it.

Paradoxically, the UK’s favourite shot-
gun owed much of its initial developmental 
success not to the great British public but to 
the post-war American sportsman. In 1952, 
JL Galef of New York City began importing 

gun eventually offered in Britain as the Ber-
etta Silver Pigeon.

In his coffee table treat, The World of 
Beretta: An International Legend, RL Wilson 
acknowledged Beretta’s American import-
ers: “Galef and later Garcia played a role in 
the gradual evolution of Beretta’s role in the 
United States.” Galef in particular under-
stood the needs of returning GIs with their 
‘rifle-mindedness’ and requirement for a 
shotgun with a single sighting plane. But he 
also understood that lightweight and low 
profile in combination with affordability 
would ultimately carry the day.

In Italy, Beretta had had some experi-
ence with over-and-unders. “In 1932, came 
the presentation of the first over-and-under, 
designated Model SO,” said Marco Morin and 
Robert Held In Beretta: The World’s Oldest 
Industrial Dynasty. “From that moment on 
it began to be so developed and perfected 
that the name Beretta is as synonymous 
with guns of that barrel arrangement as 
Colt is with revolvers and Winchester with 
lever-action.” Maybe so, but the Model SO 
was a labour-intensive, hand-built sidelock 
well beyond the reach of newbie shooters. 
However, Beretta’s design team rose to meet 

the challenge. One early advertisement 
credits Pier Beretta but this seems unlikely 
as he was more of a businessman than an 
engineer. “As far as I remember, both the 
S55, launched in 1955, and the 680 series, 
started in 1979, were under the supervi-
sion of Carlo Beretta and his team,” Jarno 
Antonelli at Beretta told me. “Pier Giuseppe 
Beretta was more responsible for financial 
aspects. Other engineers and designers were 
involved, surely Domenico Salsa, Giuseppe 
Mazzetti and, later, Marco Beretta.”

In his comprehensive history, Beretta, 
500 Years of the World’s Finest Sporting Life, 
Nicholas Foulkes broadly agrees: “This level 
of reputation has been achieved in large part 
due to the constant effort that Carlo Beretta 
made to innovate and improve design and 
manufacture. This passion for innovation 
would never leave him; many years later his 
obituary noted that, ‘very much in love with 
the technique of manufacture of firearms, 
he always worried about only one thing: that 
Beretta would build the best models with the 
most advanced technique possible’. He would 
continue to innovate throughout his career 
and before his death in 1984 he bequeathed 
the shooting world one last masterpiece, the 
680 action, which remains to this day the 
paradigm of simplicity, durability and indus-
trial elegance, and is still at the heart of 

Top: SO models first appeared in the catalogues in 
1933 under the name of S.01.  Above: today’s 686 
Silver Pigeon I. Left: the Silver Pigeon III action is still 
based on the principles of the 680 action, though 
the shape of the parts has evolved slightly
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such phenomenally successful modern guns 
like the Silver Pigeon. Built for long life and 
designed to be easy to repair and maintain, it 
is, more than 30 years after its creator’s death, 
the low-profile action against which all oth-
ers are judged. Its importance to the success 
and reputation of Beretta in the late-20th and 
early-21st centuries is hard to overestimate.”

Clearly, both Antonelli and Foulkes are 
referring to later iterations of the Silver 
Pigeon while those responsible for the semi-
nal concept behind the Silver Snipe remain 
an enigma. The genius of their initial engi-
neering made the evolution from Silver 
Snipe to the post-modern Silver Pigeon pos-
sible. Whoever these men were, they came 
up with three developments that would 
come to define the Silver Pigeon. 

First, they created two locking bolts pro-
jecting from the action face that engaged 
circular slots either side of the barrels in a 
monobloc breech. In tandem with trunnion-
style hinges on the sides of the lower barrel, 
this made for a gun without underbolts. This 
meant the gun could be made no deeper 
than the combined depth of the barrels, 
making for a nimble gun between the hands. 
Further, the locking bolts are conically clever 
in form and the recesses they engaged deep, 
so that any slack caused by wear was taken 
up in a self-adjusting action that required 
little maintenance. It was a terrific piece of 
engineering that owed much to the Boss 
over-and-under. Writing in this magazine 
in 2017, Michael Yardley said, “In the Beretta 
museum in Brescia, one can see that the firm 
made a precise copy of a 12-bore Boss,” per-
haps confirming this theory.

The second important innovation was a 
firing mechanism featuring helical springs, 
which could be manufactured industrially. 
The first models had featured traditional 
leaf-type springs but these were quickly 
replaced with inexpensive, readily available 
coil springs. During the 1960s, the models 
that would become the Silver Pigeon were 
offered as ‘boxlocks’ and given the designa-
tion ‘BL’. These, according to the 33rd edition 
of the Blue Book of Gun Values, edited by SP 
Fjestad, were: ‘Mfg. 1968-73’. Garcia offered 
the top-of-the-line ‘boxlock’ model with 
advertising copy that read, “combines the 
ruggedness of the Beretta boxlock action with 
the additional beauty of hand-engraved side-
plates”. In truth, the boxy action only received 
the barrel monobloc while the lock work sits 
in the head of the stock. The gun designated 
‘boxlock’ is actually a trigger-plate action.

The monobloc system is the third reason 
for the Silver Pigeon’s success. In his chapter 
on Beretta in Best Guns, Michael McIntosh 
perfectly relates the advantages and econ-
omies of the monobloc. His description is 
clearly intended for a side-by-side shotgun 
but applies equally to an over-and under: 
“Beretta began using the monobloc system 
about 1903 and has used it ever since. The 
breeches of both barrels, the barrel lump 
and rib extension are milled integrally from 
a single block of steel. The breeches are 
counter-bored to accept the barrels. The 
block is then heated to about 350°C, and the 
barrels, their chamber-ends lathe turned for 
sleeving, are inserted. As the block cools, the 
shrinkage, combined with a special-alloy 
solder, bonds barrels and breech as firmly as 
if they’d been machined all of a piece.”

McIntosh continues: “Of itself, the mono-
bloc system doesn’t necessarily produce a 
stronger gun than one built the more tradi-
tional way, but it does offer some practical 
advantages. If a break-action gun is to open, 
close and lock properly – and continue to 
do so for several human lifetimes – it’s criti-
cal that the breech, barrel lump and bolting 
bites all fit together in precisely the right 
way. Assembling them as separate parts 
is a demanding job; if they’re all made in 
one piece to begin with, the task is simpler, 
requires less-exacting handwork for fitting 
and, essentially, amounts to lower cost for 
the level of quality.”

When the gun was eventually offered to 
the British public, it was already a success 
with many of the bugs worked out. All that 

remained was to give it a better finish and 
improve the handling qualities. Multiple 
models became available in field and sport-
ing configurations with different features 
and finishes, and in various bores.

The models given the ‘BL’ designation for 
the American market were rebadged with 
an ‘S’ designation for the UK and had likely 
been called this all along in Continental 
Europe. Here are the BL models and their 
UK/Euro counterparts: BL-1 or S55; BL-2 
or S55; BL-3 or S55; BL-4 or S56E; BL-5 or 
S57E; BL-6 or S57E.

interchangeability
Here is Nicholas Foulkes again in a quote 
from his tome, Beretta, 500 Years of the 
World’s Finest Sporting Life: “The S55 –
the first mass-produced over-and-under, 
only possible due to the era’s specialised 
machines – followed by the S56 and S57: 
these were part of a series of over-and-
under boxlocks [sic] that again offered the 
customer a wide choice of finishes, from 
a plain action body to a richly engraved 
sideplate EL (‘Extra Lusso’) version. The 
chief innovation of the S series was that its 
components were manufactured to such 
minute tolerances that complete inter-
changeability of parts had been achieved, 
meaning that for the first time Beretta 
could assemble a shotgun without the 
need for laborious individual hand-fitting 
of parts. And this significant step in manu-
facturing heralded a new era of excellence 
and precision, delivering a uniform level 
of performance upon which the shooter 
could depend.”

Above: a 12-bore 691 Vittoria, the first shotgun from 
Beretta engineered specifically for women
Right: a 1950s Galef advert for the US market

 For the S series, components were 
manufactured to minute tolerances Be
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Variations on the Silver Pigeon continue 
to this day. At the moment, the fastest grow-
ing demographic amongst gameshots is 
women. Well aware of the potential, Ber-
etta tasked its champion women guns with 
developing a model for ladies. The result is 
the 690 Field I Vittoria.

“Commercially, I would say that the Sil-
ver Pigeon is probably the most successful 
shotgun of all time. Ultimately, it comes 
down to reliability and durability,” said Karl  
Waktare, managing director of GMK, who 
import the gun into the UK. “As we moved 
from the 1970s, when side-by-sides were 
popular, the shallow action design of the 
Silver Pigeon made the transition to an 
over-and-under very easy. Another advan-
tage of this action is that it has virtually no 
areas where dirt can gather and so it is easy 
to clean. The design of the mechanism is 
simple and reliable, meaning it will give 
years of trouble-free service. The combi-
nation, with the excellent chrome-lined 
barrels, means that the gun is also very safe. 
The gun was also easily adaptable to sport-
ing clay specification.”

reliability and durability
Robert Frampton, GMK’s brand direc-
tor (who has a long history with Beretta), 
agreed: “The 686 series was launched in 
the UK back in the late ’70s – it replaced 
the 55/56/57 series. Whilst the design and 
basic mechanics have never changed, the 
cosmetics have been tweaked/refreshed 
many times over the years (including a 
spell where we had two action widths, 
one for the Field and a wider action for the 
Competition). But, as Karl has already men-
tioned, the reliability, durability and ease of  

maintenance have become ‘legendary’, 
with many shooting schools/instructors 
using the gun as their first choice in 12, 20, 
28 and .410. The low-profile action has 
always been popular, the geometry of the 
mechanism ensures crisp trigger pulls, the 
barrels are best quality and, over time, the 
gun can be virtually rebuilt as necessary 

Beretta for the past 17 years, although their 
father, the Cavaliere Ugo Gussalli Beretta, 
stood down as president only in 2015. 

I asked Franco, 51, about the growth 
of Beretta and how much the 686/Silver 
Pigeon had to do with that growth. “The 
1980s were a huge growth period for Beretta 
and much of this is attributable to the 686/
Silver Pigeon action. The simple but highly 
reliable design allowed us to scale the pro-
duction and keep the cost under control. 
People look at over-and-unders and think 
they look simple. Whilst this is true, getting 
them to work year after year, often in tough 
conditions, is not easy. Although there 
are many competitors around today, very 
few can match the reliability of our Silver 
Pigeon action. Without a platform like this 
we would never have achieved the success 
we did over the past 40 years.”

Michael Yardley has called the Silver 
Pigeon: “one of the most successful sport-
ing shotgun designs of all time, and has 
now been the subject of more than half a 
century of development”. With current pro-
duction at more than 30,000 guns built 
every year, it’s difficult to argue with him. 
The Silver Pigeon resides at the confluence 
of a brilliantly conceived shallow action, an 
industrially produced trigger-plate firing 
mechanism and manufactured monobloc 
barrels. This bullet-proof design is afford-
able for everyman – and every woman.  It 
is the Anson & Deeley action for our post-
modern era.  
For more on the latest 686 Silver Pigeon 
and its variants, please contact GMK Ltd, 
Bear House, Concorde Way, Fareham, 
Hampshire PO15 5RL. Tel 01489 579999; 
www.gmk.co.uk

From top: a 20-bore S57EL, launched in 1977;
1958’s S56E in 12-bore; the 1956 S55, also in 12-bore

(oversize hinge pins and locking bolts avail-
able) making it a sound investment. Overall, 
the gun is simply great value for money.” 

The current Silver Pigeon is built on the 
legendary 686 action that, as Frampton says, 
evolved from the S55, S56 and S57 models.

Franco Gussalli Beretta and his brother, 
Pietro, have managed Fabbrica d’Armi Pietro 

A Beretta advert in 1978, introducing the S686  
and S687 models


